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1. Introduction 
Languages derived from or related to codes have an importan role in the study 
of the combinatorics of words. There are various mechanisms and tools to define 
and analyse codes. In particular, many classes of codes can be obtained as the 
classes of antichains with respect to certain partial orders on free monoids. .4s very 
simple examples we only mention the prel‘ix codes, the hypercodes, and the block 
codes. Some detail? are provided in [2,5,6, lo]. 
In this paper we study a hierarchy 
C(X) c_ ... !z C,~(X) G C,,_,(X) c_ .‘. r C,(X) 5 C,(X) 
of classes of languages over an alphabet Xwith C(X) the class of codes over A’. ‘I’he 
languages in C,,(X) are called n-codes; an n-code is a language each ol’ whose N- 
element subset is a code. The original motivation for considering this hierarchy 
came from the analysis of C2{X) which had been shown to bc the bet 01’ antichains 
with respect to a partial order derived from anti-commutativity [2]. However, the 
n-code property seems to be interesting in its own right. 
We first prove that we are indeed dealing with a propel- hierarchy. There is a 
major difl’ercncc between languages in Cl(X) and those in C,,(X) for II >2. 
Whereas C,(X) is the class of anrichains with respect to a certain partial order, 
* This work was supported by the Natural Science and Engineering Research Council of Canada. 
Granti ,47877 and A0233. 
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there is no binary relation ~o such that C,,(X) would be the set of  g- independent 
languages for n>2.  In this way, C,(X) is similar to C(X). It is known that there 
is no length-preserving binary relation nor any positive compat ib le  part ial  order 
with the class of  codes being their antichains [5, 9]. The latter statement can be 
extended to C2(X) as well. 
The n-code hierarchy is "skew"  with respect to the Chomsky hierarchy of  
languages; that is, for any given language classes Fc_ F '  of the Chomsky hierarchy 
and for any n there are n-codes in F \  F '  which are not (n + l)-codes. For example, 
the Thue set To f  square-free words over an alphabet X with IX I>2 is a non- 
algebraic type 1 language and also a 2-code, but not a 3-code. 
It is obvious that as a consequence of  the decidabi l i ty of  the code property  also 
the n-code property can be decided for finite languages. We show that for rat ional 
languages the 2-code property is decidable. For  n >2 the decidabi l i ty question is 
open. 
The decidabi l i ty result for C~_(X) is based on certain structural propert ies of  
2-codes concerning primit ive words. In part icular,  the 2-codes over X are subsets 
of  cross sections of  the equivalence relation on X*  defined by equality of  roots. 
Using this fact, further insight into the structure of  2-codes can be gained. 
This paper has the fol lowing sections - in addit ion to this introduct ion:  In Section 
2 we introduce notat ion and basic notions. Items not defined there or in the subse- 
quent sections can be found in the books [1,4,8,9] which we use as standard 
references. In Section 3 the hierarchy of  n-codes is introduced and their propert ies 
concerning binary relations are proved. The role of  primit ive words is investigated 
in Section 4. Moreover,  in Section 4, the n-code hierarchy is compared to the Chore- 
sky hierarchy, and some decidabi l i ty results are proved. Finally, Section 5 contains 
a few concluding remarks.  
2. Notat ion and basic notions 
An alphabet is a finite nonempty set. Let X be an alphabet.  Then X * denotes the 
free monoid  generated by X, that is, the set of  all words over X, including the empty 
word 1, and X~ X* \ I .  For weX* ,  by Iwl we denote the length of  w. 
A language over X is a set L _c X*.  For any language L and any n e N where 
- {0, 1,2 . . . .  } let 
L" '= {wl aveL: v"= w}. 
A word w is called primitive if w=u"  implies n -  1. Let Q denote the set of  all 
pr imit ive words over X, where the alphabet X is understood.  For w•X ~ let V ~, 
denote the unique word u•  Q such that w= u" for some n • N. 
Let g be a binary relation on X *. A language L c_ X*  is said to be g-independent 
or a ~-antichain if u, u • L and u~ov implies u -  b. 
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As standard reference for formal  languages and acceptors we use [4]. In par- 
t icular, we use the fol lowing notat ion for families of  languages over an alphabet X :  
- F in(X)  = finite languages, 
- Rat (X)  = 
- A lg (X)  = 
- Cs (X)  - 
- Rec(X) = 
- RE(X)  = 
- P (X)  = 
- DOL(X)= 
rat ional (= regular = type-3) languages, 
algebraic (= context-free = type-2) languages, 
context-sensit ive (= type- l )  languages, 
recursive languages, 
recursively enumerable (= type-0) languages, 
2 x* = general anguages, 
deterministic 0 L indenmayer languages. 
3. n-codes and binary relations 
Let X be a finite a lphabet,  IX ] >_ 2, and let n e N. A language L over X is said 
to be an n-code if Lc_X +, L is nonempty,  and every subset of  L with at most n 
elements is a code. L is said to be anti-commutative if Lc_X + and uv~vu for 
u, v e L, u :~ v. Let C(X),  Cn(X), and A (X) denote the families of  codes, n-codes, 
and ant i -commutat ive languages over X, respectively. 
Clear ly 
c(x )  c ... c_ cn(x )  c c~_~(x)  c ... c c2(x )  c_ c ; (x ) ,  
where CI(X) is trivial, that is, 
c~(x)  = (2 x+ \ {0}). 
Furthermore,  
C2(X) = A(X)  
f rom the fact that a set {u, v} is a code if and only if uv ~ vu (see e.g. [9]). Clearly 
also 
c(x )  = 0 G(x) .  
i 1 
That the above inclusions are proper  is easily seen by the fol lowing example from 
[91: Let 
C = {a~ . . . . .  a,} c X + 
be a code over X with ]C ] = n. The existence of  C is guaranteed by the fact that any 
finitely generated free monoid  can be embedded into X + when ]XI>_2. Now 
consider 
L --- {al . . . . .  a~, a l . . .  a ,} .  
Obviously,  L is an n-code but not an (n + 1)-code. 
In fact this example is just a special case of  a more general construction. 
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Propos i t ion  3.1. Let  C be  any  k -code  or  a code  over  X ,  and  let  1 <n<_ iC  and  
2n  - l <_ k. I f  a] . . . .  , a,, are  any  n d i s t inc t  e lements  o f  C, then  the  set  
L = CU {a l . . .a , ,}  
is an  n -code  but  not  an (n + 1) -code.  
Proof .  It is immediate  that L is not an (n+ 1)-code. In order to show that it is an 
n-code consider a set 
L '={wl , . . . ,w , ,  i }U{a l . . .a , ,} ,  
where w] , . . . ,  w,, ] are n 1 distinct e lements of  C. Cons ider  also the set 
,L "= {w 1 . . . . .  wit l}U{(1 l  . . . . .  art } • 
Since L"c_Cand Cis  a k-code or a code, also L" is a code as k>_2n-1.  
Suppose L '  is not a code. Thus there exists a word with two dif ferent representa- 
tions over L ' ,  
X I " "Xr  .Yl " 'Ym 
with x / ,y~ L '  for i=  1 . . . . .  r and j 1 . . . . .  m. 
Now, i t 'x  I=wk,y t  w/~ for somek,  h, thenx  I Yl as L" is a code. Therefore,  we 
may assume that 
xl w I and )'1 = a l  - . .  a , ,  
that is, 
W1 X2 ""  Xr  = (11 (12 "" • an  Y2  . . .  ) 'm " 
Viewing the word over L" yields the factor izat ions 
W1 (X21 . . . .  V2t,'2 ) " "  (Xr  I "'" Xrk, ) = (11 " ' '  an (.Y21 " "  )'2t12 ) " "  ( ) 'm I ' ' '  ) 'mhm ), 
where 
xi (x,i ...xix,) and v i  = (Y/I "''Yj/lz)' 
Therefore,  w] =a~ and 
(X21...Xzk~) ... (X,I . . . .  r,.k,) a2. . .  (1,,(Y:t . . .Yzh~). . .  (Y,,,i ... y,,,h,,,). 
If 
.k'~ X21 . . . .  V2k2 (11 "'" Hn , 
then (1j =a2,  a contrad ict ion!  Therefore,  x_,= w, for some s and w, (12- I terat ing 
this a rgument  yields x i=(1  ~ for i=  1 . . . . .  n and also x ie  {wj . . . . .  w,, ]}. This is im- 
possible as all words aj . . . . .  at, were chosen dist inct.  [i] 
In Propos i t ion  3.1 k=n is not possible. For the set 
C= a~b + U b ~ a ~ U {aba2b2a3b 3} 
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in a 3-code while 
CU {a2b2a3b3ab} 
is not a 3-code. 
The set 
B = a+b + Ub+a + 
is an example of a language in C3(X) \ C4(X) which is not obtained by the con- 
struction given in Proposit ion 3.1. So far no generalization of this example to ar- 
bitrary n is known. 
The family C2(X) of 2-codes is of  particular interest. It was proved in [2] that 
C=(X) coincides with the family of antichains with respect to the partial order <c 
on X*  defined by 
X<_cy ~ :Iu EX* :  y=xu=ux.  
For further results concerning the relation between partial orders on X*  and 
codes the reader is referred to [2, 5, 9, 10]. 
A binary relation ~o c_ X*x  X*  is called length-preserving if it satisfies the follow- 
ing conditions: 
(1) VueX* :  uQu; 
(2) uQv implies l ul _< It) l; 
(3) upo and lul = Iv I together imply u=o. 
A length-preserving binary relation on X*  is reflexive and anti-symmetric, but not 
necessarily transitive or compatible. A binary relation ~ c X*  x X*  is said to be 
positive if 
(4) VueX* :  1Qu 
holds true. Observe that the partial order -<c is both length-preserving and positive, 
but not compatible. Positive length-preserving partial orders are called strict in [9] 
and elsewhere. 
Whereas quite a few interesting classes of codes - the prefix codes, suffix codes, 
bi-prefix codes, hypercodes, to mention only a few examples - can be characterized 
as the classes of  antichains of  certain partial orders on X* ,  the class C(X)  of codes 
cannot be described in such a way: there is no length-preserving binary relation nor 
any positive compatible partial order on X*,  say 6, such that C(X)  coincides with 
the class of ~o-antichains [5, 9]. A far stronger statement can be proved for the classes 
C(X) .  
Proposit ion 3.2. Let n>3 and I x I  >2.  There is no binary relation Q on X*  such 
that Cn(X) is the class o f  all p-antichains. 
For n = 2 a slightly weaker statement can be made. 
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Proposition 3.3. Let IX ] _> 2. There is" no compatible binary relation ~o over X * such 
that C2(X) is the class o f  all &antichains. 
These results seem to indicate that n-codes are rather complex objects. This will 
be clarified to a certain extent in the sequel. 
4. n-codes and primitive words 
It is well known that a pair ~,yeX + of words forms a code if and only if xy :#yx  
or, equivalently, if 1/x#:l/y (see [9], for example). For words x, yeX ~ define the 
re la t ion - i  by 
x-~ y ~ V x V). 
Obviously, -1  is an equivalence relation on X ' .  
Lemma 4.1. Let ]X I> 2 and k c_ X +. The Jbl lowing statements are equivalent: 
(1) LeA(X) ;  
(2) L e C2(X); 
(3) L is contained in a cross section o f  ~ . 
L is a maximal  2-code ~f and only i f  it is a cross section o f  ~ . 
For a proof of Lemma 4.1 see [2]. Its assertion (3) allows for a useful l - l -cor-  
respondence between 2-codes L over X and mappings 
which is given by 
u~L ¢* Z(I /U): / :OAI/UJq")=U. 
Conversely if f is a mapping of Q into bd, then 
L/ - {uJC"l l uEQAf (u )  :~0}. 
This representation of C2(X) implies the following corollary: 
Corollary 4.2. For I x  I _>2 one has IC2(X) I - ~1, and thus C2(X) is not recursively 
enumerable. In particular there are 2-codes which are not even type 0 languages. 
This result seems to indicate that the classes of n-codes may be "skew" with 
respect o standard language classes. Further details substantiating this impression 
will be provided in a follow-up paper. 
Proposilio. 4.3. Let IX 1_>2 and let L ~ C2(X). The fo l lowing propert ies obtain: 
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(1) if L is rational, then fL is bounded; 
(2) i f  f L is unbounded, then the order of  the elements of  the syntactic monoid 
syn L of  L is unbounded; 
(3) there is a context-free 2-code L with fL unbounded. 
Proof. As fL is unbounded, for any k e N there exists m > k such that f ree  L for 
some fe  Q, and therefore, fn¢  L for n ~:m. Thus, the words f, f2 . . . . .  f,n are pair- 
wise incongruent modulo the principal congruence PL of L. This implies (2), and 
therefore syn L is infinite, that is, L is not rational. Now consider the language 
L = ~J abi(ab+) i 
i=0 
over the alphabet X= {a,b}. Obviously, L is context-free. To show that L is a 
2-code suppose that 
abiabhlabh2.., abhi = fs, abJabktab~2.., abkJ = f t  
for some f~Q and s,t>_ 1. 
I f  f=  ab i, then f= ab j, that is, i = j  and therefore s = t. 
Otherwise, we have to assume that 
f = abiabh~.., abhP = abJabkl.., abk,t 
for some p,q>_ 1. Then obviously i= j  and p=q and thus s=t .  
Therefore, L is a 2-code, in fact, it is a code. As (abi)i+l~L and abi~Q for 
every i_> 1 it follows that fL is unbounded. [] 
Observe that boundedness of fL does not imply rationality for L. The language 
L = Q is such an example of a nonrational language with fL bounded. 
For a language L over X let I/L denote the language 
I/-L = {u ] u6QAau~L : u = [/v}. 
If L ~eO, then I/L e C2(X). For L ~ C2(X) one has I/L = Q if and only if L is a max- 
imal 2-code. However, the following result implies that [/L :~ Q if L ~ Cn(X) for 
n>_3. 
Proposition 4.4. Let IX] >_ 2 and n >_ 3. For every n-code L c_ X*  the set Q \ ~L is 
infinite. 
Corollary 4.5. Let IX] _> 2. Then the following statements hold true: 
(1) i f  L ~ C2(X) CI Rat(X) and L is infinite, then L N Q is infinite; 
(2) i f  L ~ C2(X)f3 Rat(X) and L is infinite, then L fq Q is rational if  and only if 
L f) (X* \ Q) #finite;  
(3) for any finite set MS 0, M c_ { 1, 2 .... }, there is a rational 2-code L such that 
L f) Q(m) is infinite for all m ~ M. 
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Corol lary  4.6. Let IX I >> _ 2. Every infinite rational code over X contains infinitely 
many primit ive words. 
We conclude this section with a descript ion of  the relation between D0L languages 
and 2-codes. 
Propos i t ion  4.7. Let IX ] >_ 2 and let L e DOL(X) be infinite. I f  L ¢. C2(X), then 
there is an integer k such that ]L'] <_ k fo r  every L '  c_ L which is a 2-code. 
Proof .  Let L be an infinite D0L language generated by the D0L system 
G=(X,h ,  wo), and let wi=h~(wo) for ie  ~.  Suppose that L is not a 2-code. Then 
there exist i, ke  ~,  i<k ,  such that {w i, wk} is not a code, that is, wi - -p"  , wk- -p  m 
for some p e Q and n, m_> 1, n 4= m. Choose k minimal with this property.  Then the 
set 
/~- -  {W0, Wl . . . . .  Wi I} 
is a 2-code. 
Now let t -k - i .  From wi - -p  n and w~-wj+~-p"=ht (p" ) - (h~(p) ) "  it follows 
that ht (p) -p  I for some /_> 1. Therefore,  re=In and 
wi, ,r +, - ha(h'(w,))  = h't(h~(p)) '' - (h~(p))/''' 
for reN ands=0,1  . . . .  , t -1 .  Let 
Then 
L, {w,,,.,~ I rc N}. 
! 1 
L=Lu UL ,  
,s = 0 
with L~ infinite for all s. If L '  is any 2-code contained in L, then IL'DL~I_< 1 and, 
therefore,  IL'I <_t+i=k.  LJ 
Coro l lary  4.8. Every infinite context-free D0L language is a 2-code. 
Proof. This result fol lows from the preceding proof  by the "pumping  lemma"  for 
context-free languages. It can also be obtained as a weak version of a resuh due to 
[3] which states that every infinite context-free D0L language is a prefix code or a 
suffix code, which implies that it is a 2-code. [ i 
As an example of  a D0L language which is a 2-code but not a 3-code consider 
the set 
{a, b, ab, bab, abbab ....  }, 
that is, the Fibonacci language over X= {a, b} which is generated by the D0L rules 
a~b,  b-~ab.  
We now proceed to prove that the property of  being a 2-code is decidable for 
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rational lahguages. The following statement provides the main argument for the 
proof.  
Proposit ion 4.9. Let L6Rat (X) .  It is decidable whether there exists a word 
w~X + such that w i t  L and wJGL for two different powers of  w. 
Proof. Let A = (X, S, 6, q0, F )  be a finite state acceptor with L = L(A). For qa, q/~ e S 
let 
A@q/~ - (X ,  S, 6, q~, {q/~}), 
and let 
Lqaq/~ = L(Aq~q/~). 
Obviously, the following two statements are equivalent: 
(1) 3w~X + 3 i> j>0:  wi, wJ~L, and 
(2) 3ql,q 2 .... ~S: 
f'~Lqi ,qi \{1} 4:0, and I{ql,q2 .... }NF]  ->2. 
i>1 
Thus, in order to decide (1) one could try to decide (2). 
Observe first that the sequence of states reached by consecutive powers of  a fixed 
input word is ultimately periodic. Thus, if 
qi = 6(qo, wi), 
then the sequence has the form 
qo, q l ,  . . . ,  q i ,  qi+ 1, . . . ,  q i+p = q i .  
Therefore in deciding (2) we may restrict ourselves to considering sequences of  this 
form where i+p<_n-1 with n= ]S]. There are no more than n!2  n such sequences 
and one checks each of them separately. 
Now consider such a sequence. The condition 
] {ql, q2 .... }AF]_>2 
is satisfied if and only if 
(a) there are two indices O<_a<fl<i with q~,qB~F, or 
(b) there is i<_a<i+p with q~F.  
Thus the above condition can easily be checked. Finally, 
~-] Lq, i qi = Lqi lq,' 
i 1 i 1 
and therefore also the condition 
f~ Lqi ,qi\ {1} .0  
i - I  
is decidable. [] 
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Proposition 4.10. Let L eRat(X).  It is decidable whether L eC2(X j  holdsv I f  
L ~ Fin(X), then it is also decidable whether L e C, (X)  for  n > 2. 
Proof. The first statement is a consequence of Proposition 4.9. The second one 
follows from the fact that for testing the n-code property on a finite set it is suffi- 
cient to check the code property on its (finitely many) subsets of size n. Zd 
5. Concluding remarks 
This paper focusses on the following problem areas concerning n-codes: 
(1) n-code hierarchy; 
(2) definition by binary relations; 
(3) relation to the set Q of primitive words; 
(4) comparison with the Chomsky hierarchy; 
(5) decidability of the n-code property. 
Several results concerning more detailed structural descriptions of n-codes, their 
syntactic monoids, and properties like maximality have been omitted here and will 
be presented in a follow-up paper. Open problems abound - we mentioned the 
decidability or undecidability of the n-code property for rational anguages; a more 
precise comparison to other language classes would be another simple example; 
some other more intricate ones have been omitted to keep the presentation consice. 
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